
4020X ggt5®  

Introducing the 4020X GGT5®, the most complete glove for 
the oil and gas industry. Gator Grip Technology® is a design 
platform that combines high performance materials engineered 
to provide industry-leading cut, puncture, impact protection, and 
strong grip in saturated oil situations.



Iron/Steel/Tool

PVC Grip Dots
Drilling Mud
Surface OBM Grit

SuperFabric® Guardplates

Glove Shell
SuperFabric® Guardplates

Friction Reducers

Iron/Steel/Tool

4020 GGT5® 
SuperFabric® Guardplates
bite through and channel
away lubricant, creating a 
“snow tire” effect. This gives 
the user the ability to grip oily 
or lubricated parts and tools.

4021X GGT5® MUD
Surface wicks away lubricant, 
leaving particles that create 
friction and improve grip on 
metal tools.

Iron/Steel/Tool

Drilling Mud
Surface OBM Grit

SuperFabric® Guardplates

4031 GGT5® CHILL
Surface wicks away lubricant, 
leaving particles that create 
friction and improve grip on 
metal tools.

Surface wicks away 
lubricant, leaving particles 
that create friction and 
improve grip on metal tools.
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Call 1-877-MY ARMOR or visit hexarmor.com
HexArmor products are cut and Puncture–resistant, NOT CUT AND PUNCTURE PROOF. Do not use 
with moving or serrated blades or tools.  User shall be exclusively responsible to assess the suitability 
of the product as specified for any individual application or use. Protection zones are to be used as a 
general guide.  Actual product protection zones may differ.

Protected by patents and patents pending
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• Made with SuperFabric® brand material
       • Highest cut-resistance exceeds ISEA and CE level 5 in               
          noted areas
       • Puncture protection from wickers, burrs, and cable wire
       • Grip prevents formation of oil film and displaces oil allowing  
          maximum contact with tools & other surfaces in saturated 
          situations
       • Enhanced impact protection with increased coverage, softer  
          and more flexible TPR increases absorption of impact
• Hi-visibility coloring for easier signaling and compliance
• Launderable

•  Light to medium oil-based 
mud situations

• Oil–Gas operations

• Diesel fuel

• Honey oil

• Hydraulic fluid

• Friction reducers

• Extrication

4020X ggt5®

FEATURES:

ATTRibUTES: PROTEcTiOn zOnES:

SizES:

PRODUcT USES:

7/S

11/XXL

8/M

12/3XL

9/L 10/XL

impact 
Protection

iSEA
CUT: 5 4542

HexArmor 
Protection zone

Cut–resistant

Puncture–resistant Impact–resistant

Oil Grip


